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IDC OPINION

In the past five decades since the term business intelligence (BI) was first coined, enterprises across

the globe have spent a lot of effort deploying BI solutions to help them make fact-based decisions. IDC 

has observed that BI has been among the top 10 priorities for today's CIO as the demand for fact-

based decision making is growing wider across enterprise functions. Messaging intelligence is one 

such technology that is gaining traction. As communication frequency and intensity grow in scale, the 

ability to leverage relationship analytics available from digital interactions across an organization's 

ecosystem could be an effective tool for real-time decision making. IDC believes TrustSphere is a 

company to watch because:

 Large enterprises across verticals will need contextual insights derived from communication 

analytics for smarter decision making.

 Messaging intelligence solutions provide innovative actionable real-time data — derived and 

refined from communication flows.

 TrustSphere is a pioneer in the messaging intelligence space and will grow substantially in the 
coming years because of its first mover advantage and the multiple kinds of successful use 

cases it has developed over the years.

 The patented technology at TrustSphere has flexible deployment architecture (on-premise, 

cloud, or hybrid options) and is compliant with data privacy and information security 
requirements

IN THIS INSIGHT

Overall Score: 15/20

This IDC Insight analyzes TrustSphere, a company playing in the messaging intelligence market, and 

reviews key success factors: market potential, products and services, competitive edge, customers, 

and corporate strategy. Detailed subquestions make up each of the five success factors, which are 

assigned a value from 1 (weak) to 4 (strong). Leveraging IDC's expert understanding of the 

competitive landscape and future outlook, this document provides insight into private companies 

based on IDC's unique watch score system:

 Market potential: Market growth potential, strength of competition, and current stage of market 

(early adopters versus late majority)
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 Products and services: Level of differentiation, disruptive capability, and scalability

 Competitive edge: Competitive landscape and peer assessment

 Customers: Number of existing customers, quality of existing customer base, geographic 
reach, and size of addressable market in the coming years given the vendor's current 

capabilities.

 Corporate strategy: Go-to-market (GTM) strategy, management pedigree, and financial status 

(running on venture capital with insignificant revenue versus self-sustaining and not seeking 
additional rounds of funding)

SITUATION OVERVIEW

I. Market Potential

Score: 2/4

Market

Despite the growth of multi-communication channels like social media, real-time communications, and 

collaboration platforms, the email channel is considered the primary method of communicating at any 

workplace. In addition:

 The worldwide business analytics software market reached $35 billion in 2012 and is expected 

to grow at a 9.7% CAGR through 2017.

 The market is experiencing a noticeable shift toward the need for solutions that provide 

actionable intelligence.

 As communication becomes multichannel, enterprises will demand an increase in 
collaboration from their work force, with a focus on enhancing overall productivity.

 The enterprise social software market will touch $6 billion in 2016.

 The worldwide customer relationship management (CRM) market size is estimated at $6

billion and is expected to grow at 12.5%.

 CMOs and HROs will have larger IT budgets than their counterpart CIOs.

II. Products and Services

Score: 4/4

TrustSphere's messaging intelligence solution is an enterprise-wide product that mines messaging 

data to get insights and information from emails and messages.

TrustSphere offers the following products:

 TrustVault is a messaging intelligence platform that mines real-time email flows to capture, 

identify, and characterize relationships and their Internet domains. A wide variety of 
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connectors — both on-premise and in the cloud — can be used to collect messaging information 
from the various communications systems within an organization. TrustSphere fills the 

intelligence gap too often found in enterprises and governments today.

 TrustView is a messaging intelligence technology that leverages the who, what, when, and 

where from TrustVault to provide insight into an organization's relationships.

 TrustCloud is a curated positive reputation data service derived from global contributions by 
selected messaging intelligence partners. These domain reputations are abstracted and then 

classified before being included in TrustCloud, protecting the original contribution source and 
increasing the value of the data service.

III. Competitive Edge

Score: 3/4

The patented technology at TrustSphere enjoys a first mover advantage in the messaging intelligence 

space and has some interesting use cases — from government to large and medium-sized enterprises

— across developed and emerging markets. The technology is already delivering value to many of its 

existing clients globally and across verticals.

Competitive Landscape

Although TrustSphere has no direct competitor, there are a few vendors whose solutions partly 

address some of the business drivers of the messaging intelligence use cases. These include some of 

the large ISVs as well as niche players. However, none of these vendors have delivered the 

messaging intelligence platform that could handle the same scale as TrustSphere's solution.

TrustSphere's GTM strategy is predominantly centered around partners — both large ISVs whose 

solutions complement and differentiate their products and implementation partners in those ecosystems.

Additionally, TrustSphere recently entered into a partnership agreement with Oracle and is integrating a 

messaging intelligence solution in to Oracle's sales and HCM cloud to deliver relationship insights to 

sales and people management users. Further, related to salesforce.com and IBM:

 Salesforce.com:

 TrustSphere has an application in the SFDC App Exchange that leverages the 

communication analytics to deliver relationship insights and collaborative selling 
capabilities for salesforce.com customers. The application bridges the gap between the 
organization's broader digital interactions with the customers and those recorded in the 

CRM system. This makes CRMs a one-stop spot for all relationship and communication 
analytics with customers.

 IBM:

 TrustSphere's messaging intelligence for IBM Connections takes the "integration of social 
to business" one step further, enabling users to collaborate even more effectively.

 TrustSphere's "miConnections" widget on Connections leverages the company's

messaging intelligence platform to help Connections users identify existing relationships 
with a particular customer apart from ranking the top relationships that exist with the 
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customer. The relationships are ranked by an algorithm that considers various parameters 
including recency, frequency, and direction of communication. IDC believes that widgets 

like these could substantially enhance the stickiness and usage of social and collaboration 
software, especially by market-facing employees.

 Messaging intelligence could be fed into various IBM intelligence platforms like IBM 
Cognos, and SPSS.

 The platform also acts as a strong interface between the communication infrastructure, 

CRMs, and collaboration platforms, resulting in a more coherent play of software 
investments in enterprises.

Key ISV partners include:

 HP

 VMware

 Singtel

 Nikec

 Advent One (Australia)

 Agosto (United States)

 Dataflex (Australia)

 Eagle Technology

 GAPIC (United Kingdom)

 QuantM (India)

 Intradyn (United States)

Apart from the key ISV partners listed, TrustSphere has a growing SI and implementation partner 

network that can effectively deliver all elements of a complete enterprise-level (email) communications 

solution.

The next phase of intelligent enterprises will hover around unstructured data to some extent. 

Communication and relationship analytics could be a great starting point to make sense of 

unstructured data. Enterprises that are looking at their unstructured data can evaluate the messaging 

intelligence platform and identify use cases specific to their business needs and departments.

Messaging intelligence should be viewed as a possible interface between the communication 

infrastructure, CRMs, and collaboration platforms for a coherent play of software investments in 

enterprises.

IV. Customers

Score: 3/4

 Current customers: Large telcos, government organizations, and leading fortune enterprises

across North America, Europe, the Middle East, Australia, and Asia.
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 Key vertical markets and company sizes (including but not limited to): Telecommunications, 
financial services, and public sector

 Geographic reach (current and planned): Americas, Europe, APAC, and ANZ

V. Corporate Strategy

Score: 3/4

Leadership

 Manish Goel, founder and Chief Executive Officer. Goel has more than 15 years' experience in 

the software and services sectors. Prior to joining TrustSphere, Goel was a partner of 
Greenoak Capital Partners, a venture capital firm specializing in technology and data sector 
investments. Goel was previously an investment director with PwC Venture Partners, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers' London-based principal investment unit focused on investments in 
the technology sector, where he led the Investment Selection team and his specialization was
financial services technology (FinTech). Goel is the current vice chairman of the board of 

directors of Online Trust Alliance (www.otalliance.org), an industry alliance formed to protect 
the vitality of the online ecosystem and promote best practices, policies, and technologies that
enhance trust in ecommerce globally.

 Arun Sundar, Vice President, Global Strategy and Alliances. Sundar leads various strategic 

initiatives for TrustSphere, including building a robust business ecosystem and enhancing 
visibility with industry visionaries. Prior to joining TrustSphere, Sundar was in charge of 
Business Development, Strategic Initiatives, and Marketing for HCL's Asia business. Sundar is 

passionate about technologies and business models that disrupt and transform how 
technology is consumed and leveraged by enterprises.

 Steve Allam, Chief Technology Officer. Allam has over 18 years of experience in the 
technology and communication sectors. He has delivered leading-edge messaging systems 

and led the design and development of large-scale, global communication platforms. Prior to 
joining TrustSphere, Allam founded Imhotek, a provider of innovative technology solutions to 
enterprise and government organizations in the EMEA, including British Gas, BT, Vodafone,

and Inmarsat. Allam previously worked for Digital's (DEC's) messaging team delivering work
group productivity solutions.

 Elizabeth Botes, Vice President, Marketing. Botes is a high-tech industry veteran with more 
than 15 years of managerial and channel marketing experience. Prior to joining TrustSphere, 

Botes held a variety of senior management positions, including most recently serving as 
president of Brisbane Digital Consulting Group. Her experience also includes developing the 
global distribution channels for Terayon, a $300 million manufacturer of broadband video, 

voice, and data solutions, and senior management positions at Aethra and Polycom

Key Acquisitions

The company has made no acquisitions.
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Recommendations

Messaging intelligence should be looked at as a possible interface between the communication 

infrastructure, CRMs, and collaboration platforms for a coherent play of software investments in 

enterprises.

IDC recommends that TrustSphere:

 Develop a vertical-focused strategy on some of the verticals more inclined toward business 
intelligence.

 Strengthen GTM through a partnership model with organizations with complementary product 

lines (such as IBM) so that TrustSphere and the partners approach the market together.

Company Overview

TABLE 1

TrustSphere Snapshot

Category Details

Functional and secondary markets Messaging intelligence (fast data)

Founding year 2011

Number of employees 50

Number of customers Over 50 customers across North America, Europe, the Middle East, Australia,

and Asia

Company location Singapore, New York, London, Sydney (Australia), Wellington (New Zealand)

Web site www.trustsphere.com

Revenue estimate <$10 million

Source: IDC, 2014
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TABLE 2

TrustSphere Funding History

Round Date Amount ($M) Investors

NA NA NA Greenoak Capital Partners, a venture capital firm 

specializing in technology and data sector investments

Source: IDC, 2014
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